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What is this Revenant Called “Jazz”?

Let’s start with some music:

[VIDEO - “Jazz Is Dead” by Theo Croker ft. Gary Bartz, Kassa Overall]

My paper today comprises research related to a monograph project roundly

investigating the “jazz is dead'' phenomenon. This builds upon previous work related to

LA’s Jazz Is Dead concert series and another considering memes and colorblind jazz

pedagogy. [SLIDE] Today I’ll be connecting some ideas about a framing of racialized

listening to the role of nostalgia in the jazz ecosystem, as well as how their inherence in

the re- or de-branding with jazz may play a role in festival presentation of jazz music.

In the final chapter of T Storm Heter’s recent book, The Sonic Gaze: Jazz Whiteness,

and Racialized Listening (2002), the philosopher and drummer brings a number of

condemnations of Whiteness from Black existentialist philosophers to bear that are

worth quoting at length: [SLIDE]

Among Black philosophers of existence, the White problem is formulated
as a problem of reality, knowledge, and value. Whiteness allows Whites to
invert reality, evade knowledge of themselves and others, and flee from
moral responsibility for White violence. In Darkwater, Du Bois asks White
readers, “But what on earth is Whiteness that one should so desire it?” In
[Lewis] Gordon’s variation, “the White problem…is that there doesn't seem
to be any salvation for Whites in a racist world once racism is admitted to
be oppressive.” Fanon admonishes, “Let us have the courage to say it: It
is the racist who creates the inferiorized.” In all of these formations,
Whiteness is understood as death. As Gordon maintains, “To be Black
may mean to suffer, literally and figuratively, on an everyday basis, but to
be White may ultimately mean–at least when moral reflection is permitted
to enter–to be condemned.” (ibid., 104-5)
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I begin here as - more and more in recent years - the word “jazz” has been variously

characterized as a racially-informed means by which to pigeon-hole and commoditize a

heterogeneous world of cultural expression informed by the Black experience in the

United States. [SLIDE] Croker, Bartz, and Overall, who we’ve just heard, join notable

artists such as Duke Ellington, Max Roach, Charles Mingus, and Miles Davis in

demanding not to be labeled a “jazz” musician. Nicholas Payton has offered the

appellation “Black American Music,” or, “#BAM” [SLIDE] to describe his work. Jazz, for

Payton, is a four-letter word, a slur indelibly marked by white supremacy and histories of

Black oppression - and something that died, he says, in 1959. Referring to his own

music and the legacy from which he draws influence as Black American Music is an act

of self-determination and agency. Furthermore, he recognizes his methods and attitudes

to be in a socio-cultural and historical alignment with a way of navigating the world that

is necessarily informed by the Black experience in America.

[SLIDE] Much of the “jazz studies” of which I’m aware is best characterized as White

people - myself included - studying Black music and assuming to create valuable

specialized knowledge about Black culture and the significance of that community’s

cultural production. Furthermore, this activity is often housed and reproduced in

institutions historically gate kept from those very communities. Furthermore, official

histories of this heterogeneous and globalized music have often been penned by white

critics for a white audience for whom the music has been assumed as “for,” naturalizing

and invisibilizing white spectatorship. This has manifested in modes of categorization

and commoditization; even in the genre name “jazz” which many Black musicians have

historically refused and whose boundaries are never not contested. It’s worth noting that

racialization is not the only field of power to be addressed in terms of historically

conditioning dynamics of power and value in the jazz space as gender, ethnicity, and

nationality - among others - also loom in significance.

In the interest of time today I’m omitting a more nuanced discussion and addressing

only racialization. I’m invested in that discourse that understands race as a historically
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situated and socially constructed field of relation that conditions power relations

between subjects and communities. The perceived necessity of “race” as a category of

identity has historically relied upon notions of difference whether understood biologically

or culturally; often deployed as a means of justification for practices of domination

related to imperialism, colonialism, and an assumption of White supremacy. Moreover,

race continues to be animated as a social fact in the United States through previously

dominant ideas of ethnic essentialism, modes of racialized performative being assigned

as authentic, and historically sedimented socioeconomic, legalistic, and social relations.

[SLIDE]To be clear, the overall claim of my talk today is that any framing for whatever

“jazz” is that is conditioned by Whiteness as defined here is DEAD. Moreover,

manifestations of this “deadness” in different spaces of cultural production are

motivating various negotiations of relation toward whatever “jazz” means to

stakeholders occupying varied subject positions.

Racialized Listening: The Sonic Gaze
[SLIDE] The idea of racialized listening that I’m borrowing from philosopher and

drummer T Storm Heter’s recent book, [SLIDE] The Sonic Gaze: Jazz, Whiteness, and

Racialized Listening (2022) complements that characterization. I encountered this book

soon after it was published last year and it knocked me out. Honestly, I’m still wrapping

my head around the implications of Heter’s extended analysis of listening as related to

the construction of racialized subjectivity and jazz.

Briefly stated, Heter’s study develops existential and phenomenological frameworks

from primarily Black scholars in an attempt to learn from how colonized peoples have

been heard, not only in how they have been seen; often saying “No” to how they have

been defined by the White sonic gaze. This framing does not allow the White auditor

and scholar an appeal to neutrality; an “escape” from Whiteness. We’re reminded to

remain suspicious of anyone claiming to “benevolently” speak on behalf of Black folks
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as “Whites of good will.” Rather, writing his book, as he says, mostly for an audience of

other White people, Heter wants create an opportunity for reflection, to turn from the

study of Blackness in jazz to a study of how Whiteness is constructed and reproduced

through historic strategies of White listening, and how this racialized identity–even when

in a relation of allyship with historically dominated racialized groups–reproduces the

conditions of that domination. He reminds the reader: “Being White means having White

power, although Whites habitually obscure this fact, adhering to corrosive myths of

colorblindness, meritocracy, and exceptionalism” (2022, 5). Sitting with the discomfort of

having to be seen and heard as White, he suggests, offers a valuable moment for

reflection, similar to the existential “shock” of the objectifying phrase: “Look, a Negro,”

that opens Frantz Fanon’s essay “The Fact of Blackness” ([1952] 1986); a moment that

might instigate reflection and a modification of what being-White-in-the-world does and

can mean.

Heter develops a taxonomy of patterns of “bad faith” White listening, including: white

minstrel listening, white savior listening, white hipster listening, white revivalist listening,

white colorblind listening, and white ecstatic listening.

[SLIDE - Let’s look at these for a moment (See Table 1)]

[SLIDE] Heter notes that due to their dominant cultural majority, White Americans don’t

often experience what W. E. B. Du Bois (1903) called Black double consciousness: a

capacity for Black subjects to see themselves not just as they are, but as seen by White

America. Subjects racialized as white enjoy the privilege of gazing only outwardly at a

world of Others who are always already assumed to be for them. Confronting the White

problem, Heter says, means addressing the irony that Whites in America “have formed

White identities largely through stories, beliefs, and assumptions about others whom

they lump into the category of ‘non-White people” (2022, 27). This normalization

functionally erases White power and domination through colorblindess, meritocracy, and

exceptionalism, whether raced or ethnic. Each of these listening patterns, he suggests,
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is implicit in a kind of bad faith whereupon White Americans have, from the plantation to

the academy, “made race with their ears” (60), reproducing deleterious elements of

racialized domination in the process.

White Minstrel Listening conflates actors with their roles, stereotypes Black people, emplaces minstrel images and sounds

assigned to Blackness as components of White psychology

White Savior Listening characterized by the attitudes of a White public fascinated but disturbed by jazz; praised White

musicians for having tamed and cultivated the primitive raw material of jazz (e.g., Paul Whiteman)

White Hipster Listening self-congratulating attitude pleased for being beyond “commercial” jazz; fetishized Black and

Creole folk musician; desiring contact with non-White “others,” leaving the killjoy world of

Whiteness behind (e.g., Mezz Mezzrow)

White Revivalist Listening collectors, festival organizers; archival pleasure-seekers rediscovering “lost” sounds; reproduces

the logic of racial essentialism and purity through the uncritical supposedly “authentic” encounters

with others; not mutual, but a one-way street of discovery and celebration by Whites of previously

hidden or lost Black “knowledge”

White Colorblind Listening Normalization of jazz as White by musicians, critics, and audiences uncomfortable being

perceived while listening to jazz music as Whites; motivated by grievances of White shame; “You

can’t hear race” as a crutch for colorblind ideology (e.g., Leonard Feather)

White Ecstatic Listening related to “classical” listening; codes Black people and listening as noisy, fleshy, and embodied

while coding Whites as disembodied intellectuals able to transcend the flesh by closing their eyes

and quietly entering trance; listening hierarchy; highbrow/lowbrow; myth of Absolute music

Table 1

[SLIDE] Whether understood as primitive and exotic as it so often was in the first half of

the 20th century, or later as cultivated and a model of democracy, jazz music has been

defined and characterized by White critics, academics, and musicians in the recording

industry, the cultural imaginary, and institutions for their own purposes.

The relatively recent “discovery” of Whiteness as an historically constructed and

contingent racial category in music study - rather than an assumed natural or neutral

racialized status - necessitates means by which we might understand its historical

production and reproduction in relation to perceived others. Without that labor and
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discomfort we will simply return listeners who listen with White bad faith to a happy

place (a jazz festival?), where, as Heter says: “they can listen to jazz archives in peace

and treat colonialism a thing of the past” (ibid., 17). Rather than coddle whiteness, I’m

interested here in the development of means by which to decenter it, encourage

reparative justice, and eventually disarticulate this racial binary.

To start I turn to a few recent examples of nostalgia and its relationship to the erasure

and invisibilization of raced domination in histories of jazz past and present that may

perpetuate colorblind politics and the uncritical reproduction of the violence associated

therewith. [SLIDE]

(Dis)Engagement with Nostalgia

On September 1 of last year, Eric Weinstein, a mathematician, public intellectual, and

harmonica enthusiast seen here performing for Joe Rogan, found himself unhappy with

President Biden’s speech about MAGA Republicans and the threat of anti-democratic

movements in the United States. In response, Weinstein tweeted out to his 693.5K

Twitter followers [SLIDE]:

“I just don’t see any path back. At least tonight. I was not looking forward
to this speech. And it was bad. We seem determined to continue to
unravel this amazing country. Gonna go listen to some live blues where no
one cares about race. Thankfully there is a 2 drink minimum…”

This was, it seems, a totally earnest sentiment. To his credit (?): having been roasted by

a few folks in the ensuing responses, he simply updated the tweet: “Love you all.”

Though his opinion was challenged, this anecdote clearly manifests what Heter has

termed White Colorblind Listening - effectively encouraging the erasure of the Jim Crow

South for music lovers who might rather not feel uncomfortable.
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Another recent example of colorblindness related to musical strategies in the internet

world is related to the phenomenon of Tariq, the kid who loves corn. With 11 million

views on YouTube since its release in early August, 2022, Tariq’s love of corn was

quickly set to music by the Songify This crew. [VIDEO] Today this adorable song itself

has about 29 million views. Following quickly on the heels of this popularity came Robyn

Adele Anderson’s “but make it jazz” version of “It’s Corn.” [VIDEO] Calling this “jazz”

feels cringe and makes me want to roll my eyes uncharitably. However, it’d be unfair to

throw Anderson under the bus. She’s a lovely person, a successful internet influencer

and solo performer, and is affiliated with Postmodern Jukebox, a popular touring and

recording nostalgia act that versions contemporary popular songs in older, often “jazz”

styles. This is an economy and has an audience. One in which I, too, am implicated as

you can see in this video taken by a crew member and posted to Instagram during a

tour date in February of 2019 wherein I’m performing a “jazz” arrangement of George

Micheal’s “Careless Whisper” with Robyn. [VIDEO] Nobody’s hands are clean here.

While I was happy to cash the check from PMJ, I’ve never not felt conflicted about the

kind of whitewashed and colorblind aesthetic and ethic it deploys and its nostalgic “jazz

age” marketing. As we saw in the Weinstein tweet, there’s a real danger of erasure that

occasions the forgetting of histories of racialized domination, admitting amnesia about

wrongs of the past at best and allowing the reproduction of echoes of that same

racialized domination in the present at worst.

If nothing else, by not explicitly acknowledging its absolute reliance on Black American

Music, this mode of nostalgic performance echoes minstrelsy, coddling the comfort of

Whiteness. And this is a big deal. Postmodern Jukebox and the many nostalgia acts like

it are animated almost exclusively by Black American music styles. While this reality

doesn’t always have to be front and center in one’s aesthetic engagement with the

music, anything calling itself “jazz” that by accident or omission allows White supremacy

to go unchallenged is anathema, effectively fighting for the wrong team. In this way,

nostalgia acts that favor pure entertainment are dangerous as Trojan Horses bringing

with them not only enjoyable aesthetic markers of the past, but perhaps outdated
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attitudes and ethics. It’s important to note: I don’t believe that any of these folks in PMJ,

etc., are intentionally engaging with erasure or courting xenophobia and racism. But by

intentionally presenting deeply historically raced strategies and aesthetics of music

production devoid of that context, listeners are invited to engage with elements of what

Heter might call White Minstrel, Hipster, Revivalist, and Colorblind Listening practices

that allow a culture of forgetting and fabulation. [SLIDE]

Re/De-Branding “Jazz” Festivals

Coming around to my final point of inquiry this morning, let’s consider how several jazz

festivals have playfully engaged in re- and de-branding themselves amidst this ongoing

ecological tension. In this space of consideration, Heter’s White Hipster, Revivalist, and

Colorblind modes of “Bad Faith” listening are most relevant. I suggest the varied

relations with the historical concept of “jazz” in all its polysemy is itself an activity in line

with the playful musical and linguistic practice of signifyin(g) - troping or versioning on

well-known expressive practices (Gates 1988; Tomlinson 2002). To me, this signals a

complex negotiation; a play of relationships responding to the positions of various

stakeholders, especially for events outside the United States.

While many ongoing jazz festivals continue to use the word “jazz” in their presentation -

the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival, Newport Jazz Festival, and NYC Winter

Jazzfest for example - others are opting to dis-identify or obfuscate their relation with

the term. This differs from events like Fringe Fest, Big Ears Fest, Solid Sound, etc. that,

while taking a big-tent approach to experimental and non-mainstream musics, don’t

name “jazz” as a constituent or organizing principle.

I first encountered this phenomenon a decade ago with [SLIDE] Undead Music Fest in

New York City, organized by Adam Schatz and related to his larger

maybe-still-happening (?) project called Search and Restore. Previously having been

“Undead Jazz Fest,” this 2012 festival modeled spontaneity and risk, setting up “round
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robin”-style collaborations at mostly DIY venues around NYC with artists who perhaps

hadn’t worked together before, all invested in various musical manifestations of the

“jazz” spectrum. “Undead” and “Search and Restore” both intentionally play with the

idea of being a “revenant” as much as being lost and in need of restoration. They

explicitly eschewed nostalgia and what Tracy McMullen (2019) has called “replay” in

favor of an open horizon.

In Los Angeles, a series and sometimes-festival called Jazz Is Dead [SLIDE] has a

large audience and growing notoriety. This Jazz Is Dead is an umbrella project helmed

by Adrian Younge and Ali Shaheed Muhammad that extends further to a recording

studio and label. From what I can tell, their understanding of “jazz” - in name and in

concept - is a big tent welcoming an array of globally-informed Black American Musics;

“America” here implying “the Americas” broadly construed. This broad definition of jazz

has helped occasion a community in Los Angeles oriented around Black American

Music, but far from monolithic in its aesthetics and strategies. I understand this partially

as a response to the many lives and deaths of jazz, but also to its co-optation as a

fetishized commodity (I’m looking at you, White Savior and White Hipster Listening) that

has sometimes reduced it to a museum piece or academic concern divorced from

efficacy for social formation in a greater lifeworld. LA’s Jazz Is Dead certainly engages

in ancestor worship, but eschews nostalgia in favor of paying respects and making

connections, inviting older musicians to engage with younger ones live and on record.

This encourages remixing and the creation of work similar in spirit with that we heard

from Croker with Bartz at the beginning of my talk.

Another Jazz Is Dead - [SLIDE] this one a festival in Turin, Italy - also pronounces the

death of jazz in order to reanimate it. Programming - as you can note from the

advertising image here - features many musicians tangentially related to jazz strategies

and aesthetics as much as pop, globalized creative musics, club culture, and others

more on the fringe.
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[SLIDE]. We can also infer this to be the case from a few posters and lineups from

recent years for my final example, Berlin’s XJazz Festival, as we can infer from a few

posters and lineups from recent years seen here. Seemingly less interested in where the

music has been than where it’s going, these festivals invite the listener to engage with a

globalized, heterotopic, even creolizing experience that occasions reflection, renewal, remaking

(Foucault [1967]1986; Lewis 2017). I am interested in thinking more about how this global and

inclusive approach to the reimagining of a “jazz” logic might destabilize Heter’s modes of

“bad faith” listening - undermining or otherwise decentering their conditions of possibility

and offering bright moments that occasion good faith relations.

Conclusion
I have more work to do in terms of cataloging and parsing these reanimated jazz

revenants as they stumble around fields of practice. This project demands conceptual

and theoretical flexibility, especially in non-US-American spaces where issues of

racialization, ethnicity, and nationality map differently onto their historically-sedimented

fields of power and relation; not to mention narratives of US-American monogenesis

and a longstanding metonymic relation to US nationalist exceptionalism. If jazz

characterized by a relation to whiteness and white supremacy is indeed dead - good

riddance. In any case, I close by suggesting this mixed dis-identification with “jazz” may,

in the end, work to re-identify with its oft touted liberatory. The recently-transitioned

Wayne Shorter famously characterized jazz as the music that says: “I dare you.” In that

spirit, I dare us as we attempt to make sense of all this to collectively embrace whatever

jazz may be in its indisputable liveness as a kind of wager of “what has been” for “what

might be.”
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